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ManagementTopics
Demonstrations are Valuable
Sales Tools
If a picture on a data sheet is wo:rth a thousand words,
a demonstration is worth a million. After all, data
sheets cannot anticipate every sales situation. But
demos are expensive sales tools. They tie-up scarce
capital equipment, and they take time to prepare and
coordinate.
Demonstrations are also very risky. They have been
known not to work. And when demonstrations fail,
they can leave a terrible impre~s~ion.
The question of
demonstrating should be a calculated business decision, not a reflex response to a customer request.
Qualify your requests for demoi~strations.Always try
to determine what action the customer will take if the
product successfully does what he wants it to do, and
weigh the probability of a sale against the time and expense, including the chance of equipment failure.

-

Why Should You Demonstrate?
To close a sale.
To build your image as a measurement or computation specialist.
To enter a customer facility a r ~ dlearn more about
what he is doing.
To have customers come into your facility so that
they can see and identify with your organization.
How Much Capability Should 'k'ou Demonstrate?
The basic principle of demonstrations is to demonstrate success, not failure. Therefore, keep your demonstration simple! Inexperienceti sales representatives
try to show a customer too much on a demonstration.
They often try to condense all that they have learned
in their lengthy product training into a much shorter
demonstration. And that cannot be done. The risk in
showing too much is that you may overwhelm the customer, leaving the impression that the machine is too
complicated and over-designed for his application. It
is usually unnecessary and unwise to show customers
everything your product will dcl.
It may help to start a demonstration by asking the customer, "What would you like tc see this product do?"
Then demonstrate how the customer would use it to
solve his particular problem. For instance, if your customer has a timesharing application, do not demonstrate batch capability. Or, if your customers want to
use an HP computer to control an HP-IB system of instruments, do not talk at length about dimensional arrays that he doesn't need. Guide the customer into
oFerating the equipment if he wishes. But be sure that
he is successful in what he tries to do.

If the demonstration will be at the customer's facility,
try to make it a one-day event so that you can take the
equipment with you when you leave. This saves you
a return trip, allows you to demonstrate to other customers, and eliminates the risk of product failure in
your absence. If you must leave it, you should show
the customer the function of every control on the
machine so he will not get into trouble after you depart. Then check back by telephone to be certain the
customer has not had operating troubles. Few experiences are as frustrating as picking up a demo after several days and being told, "Oh, we tried it and we
couldn't make it work."
Whenever practical, make available as much
peripheral equipment as you can. This builds awareness of the peripherals and your customer may expand his shopping list. Do not use them in the demo
unless asked to, or you may complicate the demo unnecessarily. But, if asked, relate the peripherals to customer benefits. For example, if you are demonstrating
a computer with disk storage and a line printer, it
might be sensible to have a magnetic tape connected
to the system also.

How Do You Demonstrate To A Large
- Group?
As the dollar value of your sales increases, you can expect more and more frequently to find yourself selling
to purchasing committees. Demonstrating to such
committees involves a few special procedures.
Don't hesitate to invite the customer to a demo at
your facility, even if it involves some expensive
travel. Anyone seriously planning to spend
$100,000 or more can afford an airplane ticket to ensure a good decision.
Use the demonstration to meet the different decision makers in the sale. You should be very concerned if you can only demonstrate to your first contact on a major system sale. If your contact will not
let you demonstrate to the others, it means he is not
sold. He did not like what he saw.
Have a pre-demonstration meeting to determine
what will be displayed and how many people will
be present.
Know everyone in attendance so the demonstration
can be pointed toward individual needs and
interests.
Have a folder of information, data sheets, and system diagrams for each attendee.
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Handle the demonstration yourself. The customer
will gain confidence in seeing your knowledge. But
get help if it is a complicated system demonstration
or you are not a competent operator. You will be
busy explaining your solution to your customer's
problem, without the additional burden of operating the equipment.
Can You Do Too Much For The Customer?
Yes. When you give a demonstration, it is important
to limit what you do for the customer. You need to
show him that your product will help him solve his
problem; you usually should not attempt to solve his
entire problem for him. Solving his problem would
very likely take you far outside your expertise and
imply a responsibility for the solution of his problem
that you should not accept.
For instance, if your customer needs a computer to
handle office data processing, you can sell him a fast,
cost-effective computer. But you should not accept
complete programming or conversion responsibility
for his system. Good manuals, yes. A training class,
yes. On-line support, yes. Total responsibility, no.
In fact, doing too much for the customer can be
counter-productive. As the customer becomes involved in solving his own problem, and as he invests
time in working with the product, he develops some
commitment to his solution. And the commitment to
his solution transfers to your product. The commitment is a consequence of the customer's efforts. If you
solve the entire problem for the customer, you lose the
opportunity for his personal investment to generate
the commitment.

OEM QUESTION BOX

Do you have questions concerning Hewlett-Packard's
policies or service offerings? Send them to:
Gwen Miller
OEM News Question Box
Hewlett-Packard
19447 Pruneridge Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
As space permits, we will answer as many of your
questions as possible.
QUESTION: HP requires that all my software be
supported at the same level. Why can't
I mix Customer Support Service (CSS)
and Software Subscription Service
(SSS) on my operating system and
subsystems?
CCS was designed as an all-inclusive
ANSWER:
support service. Many subsystems
have interdependencies with other
subsystems that make it difficult to mix
coverage types on the same system. We
have found that the effort to keep track
of different support levels for every
subsystem would cost more to implement than the savings that would be
created for the average customer. We
will reevaluate this decision as the
number of installed systems increases
and as our customers' needs change.
QUESTION: Why does HP have zone charges for
service?
HP support products are defined withANSWER:
in standard zones and priced to reflect
the average travel time expected for our
service and support personnel within
that zone. The zone charges for support compensate for that portion of the
support service that is delivered when
a field engineer travels on-site.
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QUESTION: Why must an HP :3000 customer purchase CSS or SSS support for software
in order to be eligible to purchase a
hardware maintenance contract?
ANSWER:
The close interactilon of the software
and hardware of tlhe HP 3000 system required that revision levels of both be
compatible. Replacement boards are
updated to the latest revision level
when they are repaired and sent back
to the field for use by customer engineers. Keeping all hardware at the
same revision level minimizes that
amount of inventory that must be
maintained and allows for the most
cost-effective hardware maintenance
support.

QUESTION: How can I get extra copies of the
Software Status Bulletin (SSB)?
ANSWER:
Additional copies of the SSB can
be obtained by ordering Software
Notification Service (SNS). SNS includes the SSB and the Communicator.
QUESTION: If software updates are mailed to
customer sites from the Software Distribution Center (SDC), how will the
correct configuration be determined?
ANSWER:
Current software support orders are
used by local HP sales offices to keep
the SDC database up to date. Before
software shipments begin we will send
each customer a letter that will confirm
the subsystems currently under support. That should provide for any necessary changes before shipments
[ha
begin.
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Economical Workstation
Solution for HP 9000,
HP 1000 and HP 250
Have you noticed the table shown in photos and promotions of the HP 9000, HP 1000 and HP 250? This
convenient workstation table is currently in stock at
HP. It is a perfect match for use with:
HP 9000 Model 40
HP 1000 Model A-Series
HP 250 Model 30
Or, it is also an excellent stand-alone work surface for
small HP printers and plotters.
These tables are all steel construction, pearl gray in
color with cocoa brown accent, and easily assembled
using hex-head bolts and wrench included with every
table.
For this and other workstation solutions, contact your
HP sales rep for the HP Computer Users Catalog, Autumn/Winter edition, pub. number 5953-2450(D).

Touring Datacomm
Primer Now Available
It's here! Now available through HP, Touring
Datacomm, the data communications primer. This well
written, well illustrated primer is an introductory text
which guides you through the basic concepts of data
communications. Touring Datacomm begins with a
discussion of simple communication concepts and
gradually introduces increasingly more complex topics. It has been written for readers with little or no
previous data communications knowledge. Technical
terms and concepts are introduced in a nontechnical
manner and are complemented with illustrations and
examples.
Touring Datacomm is an excellent educational tool for
those who are not knowledgeable in the field of data
communications.
Contact your HP sales rep for assistance in ordering
this manual (PIN 5957-4622).
Fa

92170G Tables - at left H P 1000 Model 6 with H P 7912 Disc Drive and as a

stand-alone at right.
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Personal Computers
Video Interface for
HP 262X Terminals
and HP 125
For customers who want to connect
a monitor to their HP 262X or HP
125, a Video Interface is available
as an option or as an upgrade kit.
It is built-in, as Option V04, in the
following products: HP 2622A, H:P
2623A, HP 2624A, HP 2626A/W,
and HP 125B.
For the same products, the follov7ing upgrade kits are available:
HP 93992A Option V04 for HP
2622A
HP 93993A Option V04 for HP
2623A
HP 83884B Option V04 for HP
2624B
HP 93996A Option V04 for HP
2626A/W
HP 93995A Option V04 for HP
125.
Conrac and Melford monitors can
be connected.
The address for Melford is:
Melford Electronics, Ltd.
Leigh Court, Leigh Street
High Wycombe, Bucks
HP 112QU, UK
Tel: 0494 25696
Melford monitor reference:
DU-1-24

Transferring
VisiCalc@Data from
the HP 3000 to the
Series 100
There really is a way to take VisiCalc@data from an HP 3000 and
download it to a Series 100. This
example demonstrates how to take
information from an HP IMAGE
database created on the HP 3000,
and using HP QUERY, create a
" V C file which may be transferred
to Series 100 VisiCalcn.

TO enable Series loo VisiCalcmto
interpret the information, the
QUERY report must output data in
a special format. Each detail line requires both the data value and the
cell location. For this QUERY report, the VisiCalcBcolumns are
predetermined, and a QUERY register increments the row number
for each detail line.
To output the QUERY report to a
file instead of the printer, define
the following file equation before
running QUERY.
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:FILE OSLIST = VCDATA, NEW;
DEV =-DISC; SAVE; NOCCTL
is important to specify NoCCTL.
VisiCalc" cannot interpret the data
if you leave this out.

Once the data has been captured
using the report, it can be transferred & the ~ i r i e 100
s using the Link
Or DSNiLink packages. Remember
when you transfer the file to
svecifv a file tvpe of "VC" for the
destin'ation fife: After the file has
been transferred, it can be accessed
by VisiCalcB.

VisiCalce is a registered trademark of VisiCorp
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New HP-75C
Basic Language
Development Tool
As of February, Hewlett-Packard
made it possible for third-party
software houses and major accounts to develop ROM-based software for the HP-75C Portable Computer. With the introduction of the
HP 82713A Plug-In Module
Simulator (PMS), software developers can create BASIC programs that can be stored and executed from the ROM-simulator.
Developers simply plug PMS into
one of the front module ports on
the HP-75C to begin software
development.
PMS enables the HP-75C to treat
BASIC programs as if they were
stored in plug-in ROM modules.
This allows developers to debug
and field test their software prior
to the production of a permanent
plug-in ROM module.
PMS will be generally used by
VEUs and OEMs who will be developing HP-75C ROM-based software solutions for a specific
application.
The major features of the Plug-In
Module Simulator are:
ROM-Simulation Circuitry:
Provides for direct execution of
programs stored in an environment as close as possible to a plugin ROM module.
Two 8K-Byte Banks of CMOS
RAM:
Enables the contents of memory to
be immediately updated as development progresses. A lithium
battery ensures that programs are
preserved even when the device is
not plugged into the HP-75C.

Personal Computers
Transferring Data
Between HP-IL
Controllers
As the number of HP-IL controllers
and peripherals grows, we are seeing an increasing interest in transferring data between mainframes.
This interest is being driven
primarily by the use of the HP-41
and the HP-75C as data collection
devices, and the desire to process
collected data on larger, faster
machines.
Control of communications via HPIL is currently supported by three
mainframes: the HP-41 Handheld
Computer, the HP-75C Portable
Computer, and HP-85186187 Personal Computers (referred to collectively as Series 80). The ease and
practicality of transferring information between these controllers
varies somewhat, and this article
provides a brief synopsis of what
is currently possible.
Direct data transfer between these
two mainframes is not possible at
this time. Both the HP-41 and the
HP-75C wake up as active HP-IL
controllers, and neither has the
capability of giving up this control.
Therefore, to transfer data between
them, an intermediate device must
be used. The only suitable device,
at this time, is the HP 82161A Di-

g;ital Cassette Drive. The HP-41 can
r'ead information in LIF (Logical
Interchange Format) files written
b'y the HP-75C. The HP-75C can
rlead information stored in HP-41
ASCII files or data files, and can
write numeric data to HP-41 data
fi.les. Both the HP-41 and the HP75C are capable of reading the byte
values for information stored anywhere on the cassette (with the aid
of available firmware and software). As a practical matter, it
makes sense to transfer only
numeric data or ASCII-coded text
between the two machines.
FIP-41 to Series 80
The ability of the Series 80 mainframes to relinquish control makes
data transfer between the HP-41
and an HP-8X relatively
straightforward. These two conti:ollers can be connected directly
to each other, via the HP 82938A
HP-ILlSeries 80 Interface, thus
eliminating the need for an intermediate mass storage device. The
HP-8X will accept numeric data or
PLSCII-codedtext from the HP-41.
P~dditionally,it will also accept
R.PN programs in two forms; text
strings representing the program
listings as they would appear on a
printer, or the actual byte values for
each program instruction. Either of
these two forms can be sent by the
HP-41 to the HP-8X and stored in
text strings. (The transfer of byte
values requires the use of the Series
40 HP 8 2 1 8 3 Extended
~
I10 Mod-

ule.) The HP-41 will accept ASCII
text, numeric data or RPN programs (the byte values for each instruction) sent from the HP-8X.

HP-75C to Series 80
An obvious advantage of this link
is the BASIC language common to
both machines. In anticipation of
the most commonly-asked question, it is possible to transfer programs between the two controllers.
However, since the HP-75C is capable of sending only ASCII-coded
character strings, a program can be
sent only as the character strings
associated with a program listing.
If these strings are written to a file,
the Series 80 GETSAVE binary program can then be used to transform
the test into an executable BASIC
program. Conversely, a program
to be sent to the HP-75C must first
be converted into the corresponding lines of text before it is sent.
Once this information has reached
a destination file on the HP-75C,
the TRANSFORM command can
be used to change the text file back
into a BASIC program. Numeric
data and ASCII text can also be sent
and received by either machine.
An in-depth discussion of how
these data transfers are accomplished is beyond the scope of this
article. HP-IL controller application
notes will be available later this
year to provide more detailed information on each of these HP-IL
applications.
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HP Introduces New
Microsystem
Packaging for the
A-Series
What product offers a choice of HP
1000 A-Series processors, optional
integrated 9.4Mb Winchester and
270kb micofloppy discs, support of
the HP 1206X measurement and
control cards, and comes in a box
that can be rack-mounted, placed
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on a table, or on a wheeled stand
beside a desk? The answer is HP's
new microsystems!
With all of the above in one package, you might think that the package must be very big. But the new
microsystem box is only 19" x 7" x
25.5" - over 30% smaller than the
20-slot box!
The new microsystems include an
HP 1000 A-Series processor, memory, RTE-A, a terminal interface,
and an HP-IB card. The Micro 26
has an A600 + processor, with
512kb memory. The Micro 27 has
an A700 processor, also with 512kb
memory, and the Micro 29 has an
A900 processor, with 768kb memory. The microsystems are available in component configurations
(without RTE-A and the interface
cards), so they can be tailored to
suit your specific application. The
A600 + microsystem has an
"execute-only" system which includes the A600 + processor, 512kb
memory, and RTE-A execute only,
housed in the microsystem package for 25% less than the 20-slot
box! This "execute-only" system is
perfect if you wish to integrate the
A600 + into your products.
Coupled with RTE-A, the new
microsystems offer you powerful,
low-cost systems for real-time applications. The compact microsystem package fits into environments
where space is limited. With builtin flexibility, the microsystems
offer you a range of performance in
the same physical dimensions.
Any software developed on one of
the microsystems will run on the
other two with no changes!

+

A600 Adds VC +
to High Performance
All HP 1000 A600 products were
reintroduced in May with new
product numbers to flag an important change in hardware: The A600
CPU is being replaced by the
A600 + . The new CPU offers increased performance and the
capability to run VC + , the RTE-A
enhancement package while maintaining compatibility with the
A600.
The new A600 + CPU card incorporates an additional "base" register which separates code from data
(when running VC + ) to access one
page of code or data anywhere in
memory, without requiring indirect addressing. VC + automatically segments large programs
transparently to you and offers
other important features to simplify application development.
In addition to VC + capability, the
A600 + offers 5 to 10% faster instruction times, 5 to 10 times faster
double-precision floating point operations, a 6 to 10 times speedup in
applications which use re-entrant
or recursive code, and a programmable time-base generator for
finer time resolution.
This improvement in performance
and capability is offered at the same
price as the A600. The A600 + reconfirms our position as a price1
performance leader and makes our
entire line of application development tools uniformly supported
throughout the A-Series. Application code, speedily developed on
an A900 or an A700, will run with
no changes on an A600 + . This
synergy among A-Series processors results in great savings for you
in both the development of an application and in the cost of the
hardware you need for each level
of performance.

HP 1000Series
New Microsystem
Value Packs Offer
Big System
Performance
The new A-Series microsystems
offer three software value packs to
give you big system performance
in a small package. Each value pack
is available on linus cartridges or
microfloppy discs, and includes a
choice of BASICilOOOC, Pascal, or
Fortran 77, with Symbolic Debug;
VC , IMAGEI1000, and DGL
Graphics, plus extra
The
Micro 26 includes an additional
512Kb memory~for a tota1 lMb.
The Micro 27 deletes the standard
512Kb and adds a 1Mb card, while
the Micro 29 includes an additional
768Kb, for a total of 1.5Mb of
memory.

+

HP Announces
Powerful System
Software for the
A-Series

+

V
' C provides the HP 1000 A!Series family with more functionality than any similarly priced processors by allowing you to write
l ~ o g r a m sthat exceed the normal
limitations imposed by most 16-bit
machines. Log-on and log-off pro):rams providing user protection
against unauthorized file access,
and full o u t s ~ o o l capabilities
~~g
contribute to a much friendlier and
Inore efficient program developlnent envir~nmentfor the ASeries.
Heading the list of major RTE-A
features is an all new hierarchical
file system. More efficient use of
disc space and a substantially more
file structure answer
rnany requests for the HP 1000 file
system. Additional operating system enhancements, including 16character file names, time stamping, and intelligent back-up of files,
further enhance the power of the
new file structure. These features
combine to increase programmer
productivity allowing a programrner to get more work done in less
time.

System addressability has been expanded to provide more devices,
more drivers, and more system
buffer space allowing for larger system configurations on the A-Series.
Support of the HP 7933 and HP
7935H discs allows addressing up
to 20 gigabytes of mass storage on
a single A-Series system!
Subsystems and Languages
The full HP 1000 set of subsystems
and the set of languages are supported by this enhanced operating
system including DSl1000-IV with
DS transparency which allows for
easy file manipulation between
RTE-A computers, GraphicsllOOO11- 2 and 3-dimensiona1, multicolor graphics packages, and
ImageilOOO and Imagel1000-11, data
base management software. RTE-A
supports a full range of development languages including
FORTRAN 77, Pascal, Macroi1000
and BASICI1000C. Don't forget the
powerful development software
aid Symbolic Debug11000, and the
microprogramming packages for
the A700 and the A900.

The new, powerful, full-function
RTE-A, is the most advanced realtime, multi-user, multi-programing operating system for all HP
1000 A-Series computers.
The RTE-A forms the core of our
system software, and is designed
to serve a large group of real-time
applications. Adding a major contribution to the new RTE-A is the
Virtual Code package (VC + ) PIN
92078. This enhancement package
allows you to write, compile, load
and execute megabyte-sized
FORTRAN programs-totally transparent to you.
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N e w Image11000-11
Expands Capability
for Data Base
Applications
On June lst, the new Imagei1000-I1
Data Base Management software
will be availablelfor your applications which require high data base
availability and no loss of data.
Imagel1000-I1 builds on the strong
capability of ImageilOOO by incorporating state-of-the-art recovery
capabili%es. As you rely more on
the use of computers in manufacturing applications, you need to
ensure the high availability and
physical integrity of information
contained in your data bases.
Imagel1000-I1 responds to those
needs by providing both a "Rollforward" and "Roll-back recovery
capability, made possible by transaction logging. Roll-forward recovery protects you against loss of
data due to a disc failure. Roll-back
recovery allows quick restoration
of data bases to a physically consistent state in the event of power
failure or software problems.
Imagei1000-I1 also includes a
number of features you have been
asking for to improve Image capability. First, Imagei1000-I1 includes
features that provide multi-user,
multi-program applications the
opportunity to improve transaction
throughput. Data set locking in
Image11000-I1 versus data base
locking in ImagellOOO means more
concurrent users or programs can
access the data base at the same
time. And Imagel1000-I1increases
the number of concurrent data base
users from 7 to 100. Both of these
features lay the groundwork for
building Image applications that
provide better transaction
throughput. The end result is improved productivity. Image11000-I1
also supports additional data
types, double word integer and
four-word reals. With this added
feature, you can now take advantage of the greater precision offered
in the array of data types already
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supported by our compilers.
Imagei1000-I1 also provides 10O0/0
compatibility with ImageilOOO
calls. This allows you to convert
your current applications to take
advantage of the new Imagei1000I1 features at your own pace. It's
simple to convert an ImageilOOO
data base to an Imagel1000-I1 data
base too. Imagel1000-I1 utilities can
be used to unload current data
bases and reload them as new
Imagei1000-I1 data bases.

MAC11000 Low Cost
Measurement and
Control
The new MACllOOO industrial automation family brings together the
necessary components to provide
you with convenient, low cost solutions for your measurement and
control applications. It consists of
your choice of any A-Series computer; any combination of HP
1206X-Series measurement and
control cards; new user-friendly
software; new cabling; and new
rack-mounted field termination
strips. You have the freedom and
flexibility to design and configure
your own system using these
MAC11000 components as a
nucleus.
The HP 1206X-Series of plug-in
cards forms the measurement
power for MAC11000. There are
four different cards to choose from
to configure your own MAC11000:
HP 12060A High Level Analog
Input Card (18 channel); HP
12061A Expansion Multiplexer
Card (32 channel); HP 12062A
Analog Output Card (4 channel);
and HP 12063A Isolated Digital I10
Card (32 channel). As an industrial
automation solution, MACllOOO is
ideally suited to low point count

measurement and control
'
applications.
The three components that contribute most to getting your system
u p and running fast while also increasing your productivity
include:
A new set of cabling which has
been developed to provide effortless connection to the HP
1206X cards. This assembled
cable, with hooded connector,
snaps onto the card, eliminating
the need to assemble one
yourself.
A new, rack-mounted field termination strip which is available
for each of the new cables features convenient snap-on, selfstripping connectors for easy
connection to the unterminated
end of the new cables. The termination strip also features
straightforward field wiring to
industrial screw connectors
which accommodate up to 10
gauge wire for up to 68 points.
MAC11000 software that has
been designed to help you program the HP 1206X-Series measurement and control cards with
high level commands and be
freed from the burden of low
level I10 communication. The
measurement cards feature data
rates of up to 55,000 readings per
second. Continuous data acquisition capability, which can
turn your MACllOOO into a high
speed lab automation system, is
also available with this software.
MAC11000 software is available
through the HP Plus Program*.
Since your MAC11000 will vary
with your applications, so will your
investment. With the availability of
the new microsystems, Micro 26,
27, and 29, a powerful yet low cost
MAC11000 may be ideally suited to
your needs.
* MAC11000 Software available from:
Demand Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 8877
Calabasas, California 91302 USA
Telephone: (213) 706-2147 USA

HP 1000Series
A Satisfied Customer
Is an Informed
Customer
More and more, we are hearing demands for cost-effective improvements to your productivity and
system performance. It is therefore
crucial for you to be kept aware of
all the services available in order to
deliver the levels of performance
you demand. A "co-op of computer users", known as the International Users Group, IUG, provides you with a wealth of information concerning your HP computer products.
This group consists of HewlettPackard customers only and is divided into an HP 1000 users group
and an HP 3000 users group.
Though this particular article is directed to the HP 1000 group, the
HP 3000 group derives similar
benefits.
You will benefit greatly by participating in this worldwide association of HP technical computer
professionals. Members include a
wide range of professionals from
scientists and engineers to system
managers and company executives
from around the world, including
The Republic of China and the Solomon Islands. The International
Users Group is a non-profit, independent organization financed
primarily through membership
dues, vendor advertising, and
conference regstration fees.
The following are some of the specific features IUG provides:
Reduces redundant
development effort for software,
firmware, and systems
w Provides a formal
communication channel
between users, vendors and
Hewlett-Packard
w Increases the effective use of
technical systems, by promoting
new ideas, applications,
software and documentation
~

Provides a forum for sharing
information among HP users
For membership and further
information, call or write the
International Users Group main
office:
HP 1000 International Users
Group
289 South San Antonio Road
Los Altos, CA 94022, USA
Telephone:
(415) 941-1943 USA
Telex: 348369 EXECSUITE
LTOS

Multileaving Remote
Job Entry Announced
for HP 1000
Computers
Now HP 1000 technical computers
can communicate with IBM or IBM
plug-compatible systems via multileaving remote job entry (MRJE)
in Hewlett-Packard Distributed
Systems Network (HP DSN)
configurations.
This represents a further extension
of Hewlett-Packard's commitment
to provide linked solutions to the
clata-processing needs of customer
organizations, especially where
extensive IBM networking requirernents exist.
DSNIMRJE, also known as a HASP
vvorkstation emulator, is a subsystlem of the HP 1000 technical computer system, running under its
Real Time Executive (RTE) operating system. With this software,
multiple HP 1000 users concurrently can submit batch jobs to, and
receive output from, an IBM or IBM
plug-compatible system.

DSNIMTIJE broadens the applicability of the HP 1000 because with
it users can couple an HP 1000 to
their IBM data center. For example,
data may be collected on the factory
floor with an HP 1000-based test
system, then transferred to the
host for further processing, storage
and reporting.
Batch processing, file transfer and
data transfer can take place back
and forth from the factory to the
corporate administrative department. Furthermore, users can
choose to process extensive CPU
batch jobs on their large-system
host, freeing the HP 1000 for critical, real-time applications.
DSNIMRJE provides the user with
a set of 10 commands. Both inexperienced and experienced users
are accommodated, the former by
prompts. With experience, commands can be abbreviated and all
parameters can be specified at
once. As many as seven input data
streams, eight output data streams
and one interactive console stream
can be interleaved on the same
communication line.
In addition, DSN/MRJE can run
concurrently with other HP 1000
subsystems. For example, a user
can submit data to, and receive
data from, the large-system host,
at the same time developing a program, accessing the local data base
and using HP DSN communication-software connections to
another HP 1000.

-
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Jobs can be submitted from any HP
1000 input device or file. Output
automatically can return to a
specified device or set of files. With
this feature, there is no need for the
user to intervene to receive batch
output from the host.
Further, DSNIMEJE working with
the HP 1000 RTE operating system
provides for programmatic
scheduling of the DSNIMRJE subsystem. In this way, the user can
develop an application program for
unattended input or output operations, or both.
DSNIMEJE uses a programmable
serial interface card. This intelligent, microprocessor-based communication card off-loads lineprotocol functions from the computer, freeing the HP 1000 CPU to
perform other tasks.

DSNIMRJE
A HASP WORKSTATION EMULATOR

IBM Host Processor

Commun~caton
Processor
( V e r s ~ o n4 or later)
U p t o 9600 bps
Switched or Unswitched
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training, the second person attends
free. After completion of the training, the SEO (System Engineering
Organization) will provide one day
of SE (System Engineering) consulting at no charge.
Any HP qualified educational institution buying, leasing or upgrading an HP 3000 can order
HP 3000 SPECIAL
PASCAL and will receive it at no
Price-Saving Offers
charge.
In the spirit of celebrating the
When you buy, lease or upgrade an
12,000th HP 3000 computer system
HP 3000 CPU, you can also purorder, we are offering you an atchase three HP 2631Bs and receive
tractively priced program of coma fourth HP 2631B at no extra
puter savings. This program,
charge (delivery of all HP 263:lBs
known as Value '83, began on Mav
will be together and must be the
1and will continue thr;ugh ~ u3i,l ~ same order).
1983.
Upgrade Offer
This is a perfect opportunity for
you to upgrade not only your curIn response to the enthusiasm
rent systems, but also your existing
generated by our earlier April procustomer bases' systems. The regram, we have developed an excitduced prices on our selected coming Value '83 upgrade package.
mercial products will also enable
Here are the details:
you to sell to new customers. Show
them how to improve their perBuy or lease an HP 3000 upgrade
sonal productivity andlor their orand receive an HP 120 personal
ganization's productivity with HP
productivity tool with each upcomputers. Then encourage them
grade ordered (must be on the
to buy now to take advantage of
same order). In addition to the HP
these special price-saving offers.
120, you will receive VisiCalc",
WordStar" (where applicable),
Below are further details of our
LINK, CONDOR (20-1) and an HP
selected programs:
9121D dual micro floppy drive.
Personal Productivity
By upgrading to a Series 44 or 64,
you will receive a copy of DICTIONARY, TRANSACT, and REBuy or lease an HP 3000, Series 39,
PORT. If you send two people to
40,44 or 64, at any quantity, and rethe RAPID classroom training, the
ceive an HP 120 at no charge for
second person attends free. After
each HP 3000 order. In addition to
completion of the training, the SEO
the HP 120, you will receive Visiwill provide one day of SE consultCalc", WordStar" (where applicaing at no charge. In addition, you
ble), LINK, CONDOR (20-1) and
may
receive credit towards the
an HP 9121D dual micro floppy
purchase of additional computer
drive.
products on the same order with
If you order a Series 44 or 64, you
the upgrade. The merchandise
may order a copy of the RAPID
credit must be utilized on that upproductivity package (Dictionary,
grade order or it will be lost. There
Transact, Report) at 75% off list
.will be no carry forward of credit to
price. In addition, if you send two
.future orders, no cash refund and
people to the RAPID classroom

\/{v
0,

@

any credit not utilized against
products on that order is lost.
Each upgrade to a Series 64 CPU receives a copy of the new
HPDESKMANAGER,
HPEASYCHART, and the HP
2627A color graphics terminal.
Mass StorageILaser
Printer Bundle
Buv a combination of three 404megabyte disc drives (HP 7933G or
three HP 7935Hs) and an HP 7976A
tape drive and receive one-third off
the net price of the HP 7976A. Or,
if you order an HP 2680A laser
printer with the disc drives and
tape drive, receive one-third off the
net price of the HP 2680A laser
printer (instead of one-third off the
HP 7976A tape drive).
One last note: Keep in mind that
the HP 7933s and the HP 7935s
have significantly improved performance with the recently announced PEP firmware.
Upgrade Incentives for
HP 2000 Education Users
Existing HP 2000 users are
motivated to upgrade to a new
system at this time for the
following reasons.
Support life of the HP 2000
terminates July '83
The education buying season is
May-September
The need to install new
technology
To facilitate upgrading to the HP
3000 product line we are offering a
special upgradeldonate program.
UPGRADE: You will earn
upgrade incentive credits to
migrate from the HP 2000 to the
HP 3000
DONATE: HP will donate the
HP 2000 back to you
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~ lHP
l 2000 systems now qualify
for pre-Series I1 upgrade credits.
This includes all the summer
upgrade specials. In addition, the
school can submit a proposal to HP
outlining the use of the HP 2000
and, upon approval by area
management, we will donate the
system back to them!
And there's more . . . We have
entered into an agreement with the
University of Tennessee at
Chattanooga where they are
converting the HP 2000 Education
Contributed Library and other
Third Party software to run on the
HP 3000.
This project is scheduled for completion September 1, 1984. Phased
releases of the HP 3000 Education
Library will be available through
the HP 3000 International User's
Group to enable users to receive
incremental software prior to final
completion.
Contact your HP sales rep for ordering information on this or any
of the Value '83 specials.
VisiCalc" is a U.S. registered trademark of
VisiCorp.
WordStarYs a U.S. trademark of MicroPro
International Corporation.
'CONDOR' is a U.S. trademark of Condor
Computer Corporation.
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Configuration
Guidelines for
HPWORD
The Present
3000
Guide provides reasonable
HPWORD performance data for
"typical" HP 3000 machine environments. For different job environments, you may find the following guidelines, which are approximations based upon experience, to be useful. These guidelines
apply to HPWORD-II,~ . 0 1 . 0 3 ,
are
better
HPWORD terminal controllers
than ADCCs. If possible, always
specify ATPs instead of
ADCCs.
2. When adding
3000 Series 111111 CPUs, remember that the maximum
point-to-point terminal speed is
2400 baud.
3. If You want add some
HPWORD terminals, OPT/3000
should be utilized to determine
what the present performance
of the machine is. Each
HPWORD terminal will require
three to five disc accesses per
second. while CPU utilization
is not normally a significant factor for HPWORD Derformance,
if the CPU utilization of the present applications on the HP 3000
is very high, then reasonable
HPWORD performance is going
to be difficult to obtain.
4. HPWORD terminals should always be configured at 4800 baud
maximum when attached to
ADCCs; when attached to
ATPs, HPWORD terminals may
be configured at 9600 baud, but
this will place a greater load
upon the CPU than if the terminals were configured at 4800
baud. A user cannot normally
perceive the difference between
an HPWORD terminal running
at 4800 and 9600 baud.

5. For HP 3000 Series 30 and Series
33 CPUs, a maximum of seven
to nine HPWORD terminals can
be supported, running at 4800
baud maximum. This assumes
that the HP 3000 is configured
with lMb of memory, and two
master discs.
6. The
the amount of memory as a
function of the number of
HPWORD terminals, which is
given in the HP 3000 Performance Guide, is incorrect. The
correct algorithm is as follows:
= 120K
+20K
260112602
terminals
+ 20K *no of HPWORD terminals
+ 20k *no of HPWORD terminals
configured to access an HP
3000 system printer
Thus, eight HPWORD terminals,
two of which have access to a system line printer, with four HP 26011
2602 printers would have a memo,y requirement of 1 2 0 +
~ ( 2 0 *~
4) + (20K * 8) + (20K * 2) = 400K
words = BOOK bytes. One megabyte, then, would allow 200K bytes
for MPE,
This algorithm assumes that no
memory manager activity will
occur; i.e., everything is always
memory resident.
7. Be aware of the disc I10
bandwidth of each HP 3000
model. In general, two master
disc drives will provide superior
HPWORD performance when
more than four or five
HPWORD terminals are running simultaneously.
8. Always make sure that you test
any HPWORD configuration
which you are not certain will
work before you buy that
configuration.
HPWORD release A.01.03 performance characterization tests are
now being specified, and we will
publish the results as soon as they
are available.

a
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HP 3000 Users Group
Inaugurates Larger,
Redesigned
Publication
The HP 3000 International Users
Group has announced the inaugural
issue of its redesigned publication,
Interact magazine. The magazine has
grown to 104 information-filled
pages and now carries investigative
feature articles, hardware and software reviews and the latest industry
news.
Unllke many other publications, Interact is a users' magazine, published
by a not-for-profit association, the
HP 3000 International Users Group,
Inc., based in Los Altos, California.
The group also publishes a quarterly
technical journal and annually issues a software library containing
more than 600 user-contributed Grograms, as well as sponsoring two
conferences each year, one in North
America and one in E u r o ~ eThe
. association is completely independent
from Hewlett-Packard.
For more information. contact:
William Crow
Association Manager
HP 3000 International
Users Group
289 S. San Antonio Road
Los Altos, California 94022, USA
Telephone: (415) 941-9960 USA

MPN Strategy
Closer to Reality
With the introduction of new enhancements and networking
capabilities, HP now offers you the
most complete set of manufacturing applications available today. At
the same time, HP offers you the
tools necessary to optimize the integration of information to support
all manufacturing functions. The
HP Manufacturers Productivity
Network is rapidly becoming a
reality!

New Functionality to Improve
Solution Completeness
(Oneof the major competitive is'sues you've dealt with in HP manufacturing systems is that of
"completeness." Exhibit 1 com;pares the completeness of HP's
irnanufacturing solution versus the
.4SK and IBM MAPICS solutions.
Clearly HP is setting a new standard for measuring the completeness of applications for manufacEXHIBIT 1
Completeness As A Competitive Issue
HP
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turers. And with our track record
of filling in the MPN strategy, you
can feel comfortable about HP's
commitment to provide the applications you need to help address
the full range of your manufacturing management requirements.
Exhibit 2 graphically illustrates
HP's major functional application
products designed specifically for
manufacturing, indicating by product name, the applications currently in place. Clearly, no vendor
in the industry provides as broad a
scope of capabilities as HP does
A critical new addition to HP's
MPN is the introduction of HP Factory Order Entryl3000.

New Order Entry Features
HP Factory Order Entry13000 is a
functional addition to HP Materials
Management13000 that provides a
flexible method of entering and
maintaining customer generated
factory orders. These orders are
scheduled and built using HP Materials Management13000 functions. This new functional addition
allows you to satisfy one of the
major manufacturing needs. Also,
HP Factory Order Entry13000 will
soon be interfaced with HP Order
Managementl3000, resulting in the
most functionally complete manufacturing order processing solution on the market today.
Improved Application Interface
Capabilities
Interface improvements have been
added between HP Materials
Managementl3000, HP Production
Managementl3000, the new HP Financial Accounting and HP Order
Managementl3000. In addition,
there are user menus to easily
move between the applications, as
well as to and from other customer
programs. An automatic link to the
RAPID products has also been
added. This improved definition of
interfaces between the major functional application products helps
Computer News OEM E d l t i o n
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provide you with the additional
competitive edge you need to close
application business.

New Applications for Quality
Management
Two other additions to HP's MPN
can help you address the most significant competitive challenge you
face today: Improving Product
Quality! HP Lot Control and
Traceability/3000maintains a complete history of material consumption to enable you to respond
quickly to product quality problems. HP Quality Decision Management11000 can help improve
product quality by identifying potential problems through the use of
statistical analysis tools.
With the introduction of these innovative new products, HP becomes the only major supplier of
manufacturing application systems
that also effectively addresses customer quality concerns -a distinct
competitive advantage for you.
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New Applications
Family Structure
Makes HP the
Right Choice
The latest releases of HP Materials
Management/3000 and HP Production Management13000 introduce an application family structure designed to help you sell application solutions to a wider manufacturing market than ever. Over
the past two years we've received
many requests to unbundle our
products to give manufacturers the
precise functionality they need.
Now HP Materials Management1
3000 and HP Production Management/3000 have been repackaged
into Models 10, 20 and 30.

Model 30: Complete Functionality
The Model 30 application products
represent the most comprehensive
set of functional features available
from HP. Used together, these two
application products provide the

tools to create and execute an overall manufacturing plan. HP Materials Management13000 Model 30
includes all materials planning and
control modules; HP Production
Manaeementl3000
Model 30 in"
eludes all production planning and
control modules. Additionally,
Model 30 applications include both
operational and data
customization.

Model 20: Basic Functionality with
Customization
The Model 20 application sets provide purchase flexibility which is
not available with the Model 30
solution. Each Model 20 solution
includes a functional base with
add-on product options. This allows you and your customers to
purchase only those modules required to meet functional needs.
HP Materials Management13000
Model 20 includes &ly the modules required for maintaining
documentation, inventory and
order status. Additional modules
can be purchased separately as required to meet specific needs. HP
Production Management13000
Model 20 includes the modules required for shop floor control and
data collection. Capacity Requirements Planning can be purchased
separately as an add-on module.
Both operational and data customization are included in Model
20 solutions.
Model 10: "The Starter Set"
The low cost Model 10 solutions are
ideal for manufacturing customers
who want a "starter set" of functional modules as the first step in
implementing a computerized
manufacturing system. The reduced complexity (no data customization), and purchase flexibility of these applications are major
selling points for developing companies. And the easy upgrade from
a Model 10 system to a Model 20
system allows the manufacturing
solution to grow with the
company.

HP 3000Series

MODULAR PRODUCTS
HP PRODUCTION
MANAGEMENT
MODEL 1 0

DATA
CUST

PRODUCTION
MANAGEMENT/~OOO
$31.5K

HP PRODUCTION
MANAGEMENT
MODEL 2 0

MANAGEMENT

MODULAR PRODUCTS
OVERVIEW

MATERIALS

The new applications family structure gives you more flexibility in
packaging a manufacturing'pplication solution to meet the specific
needs of your customers~and gives
you and your customers flexibility

for implementing applications according- to priorities.
For assistance in selling the new
applicationfamilystructure in your
specific accounts, contact your
local area HP sales rep.
A

MPN Functional
Integration: The
Standard for
Distributed
Application Systems
We talk a great deal about "integration" and how HP is implementing the MPN strategy utilizing
"functional integration." It makes
sense to explain to you why this
type of integration can be such a
competitive advantage for you and
a benefit for your customers.
Data Level Integration vs.
Functional Level Integration
Most customers care primarily
about getting timely information
with a minimum of effort. This
often means a desire to have access
to all functional capabilities and
information from one workstation.
To accomplish this one-workstation goal, two distinct types of
solution integration have evolved
on the market:
1. Integration at the data level is
characterized by a single
database design, where all the
functional modules are tied
closely to that database. Data
level integration can provide the
small user with high confidence
in the data integrity and
timeliness, but it has severe
limitations concerning
implementation, multiple
terminal performance, external
systems interface capabilities
and upgradeability. Most of
HP's major competitors have
taken the data level integration
approach.
2. Integration at the functional
level utilizes multiple databases
for the different functional modules. Functional level integration can provide easier solution
upgrade and distribution across
computers as well as greater
functional sophistication and
improved multiple terminal
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performance. The challenge of
functional level integration is to
provide good access to the
capabilities and data maintained
by other modules.
Exhibit A outlines the major advantages functional level integration has over data level
integration.

Broad Scope of MPN Requires
Functional Level Integration
The HP Manufacturers Productivity Network utilizes integration at
the functional level, which is why
solution integration is such a key
part of the MPN strategy. HP's
MPN implementation strategy has
resolved the major tradeoffs as-

sociated with functional level integration, providing you and your
customers with both sophisticated
and flexible manufacturing solutions. HP's functional level integration is specifically designed for
your major accounts and accounts
with multiple systems. But smaller
accounts can also realize significant
benefits from the added solution
flexibility and upgradeability that
functional level integration provides. Given the broad scope of the
MPN strategy, functional level integration is the only way to provide
you and your customers with the
total manufacturing solutions
required.

EXHIBIT A
D a t a Integration

Functional Integration
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Selling Quality in
Manufacturing
Looking for a new way to penetrate
new markets as well as your existing customers? Selling "quality in
manufacturing" gives you that
opportunity.

Building on HP's Reputation
As you are well aware, HewlettPackard has long been recognized
for its ability to manufacture products of high quality, reliability, and
lasting value. Several recent media
events have heightened industrial
America's awareness of HP's
leadership in the area of quality in
manufacturing.
In the Fortune article "Ranking
Corporate Reputations" we tied
with IBM as the most admired comDanv in America. In that survey, alihoGgh we faired well across the
board, our highest score was for
Quality of Products.
Yokogawa-Hewlett Packard recently received Japan's highest industrial award for quality in manufacturing. The Deming Award,
given for quality improvements
through statistical quality control,
is the ultimate award for manufacturing excellence in Japan.

New Application Solutions
We have just introduced two new
products which should significantly help you and your customers improve product quality and,
at the same time, reduce manufacturing costs. HP Quality Decisio~l
Ma~~age~ne~~tllOOO
is an application
which uses the principles of statistical quality control t; "fix the process, not the product." How effective is this approach? Using Quality
Decision Management11000, Disc
Memory Division has doubled its
productivity and product quality
while reducing costs $504,000 per
year.

HP 3000Series

HP Lot Control and Traceability13000

Meeting the Needs of a
Wide Range of Manufacturers

The second new product, the HP
Lot Control & Traceability option to
Materials Managementl3000, is
targeted at industries where quality is measured by the material content of the product. Most of these
industries (such as pharmaceutical,
chemical, nuclear, food process)
are regulated by the Food & Drug
Administration and are required to
identify, track, and maintain history of the material used. Our Lot
Control option not only meets all
of these requirements but provides
the most comprehensive functionality in the industry.
Although targeted at industries
which are required to track material
content, the HP Lot Control &
Traceability option gives you a
major competitive advantage with
any of your customers interested
in improving their product
quality.
Not only can these products provide you and your customers with
a substantial return on investments, but they are also products
for which we have little, if any, real
competition.

these new products by leveraging
HP's reputation for quality in
manufacturing. This highly successful seminar addresses the fundamentals of quality management,
illustrates real HP successes in improving quality, and introduces HP
Quality Decision Management11000
and HP Lot Control & Traceability.
Hewlett-Packard's reputation,
coupled with the quality seminar
and our upcoming quality advertisement campaign, should make
it easy for you to sell these new
products and HP's commitment to
"help put quality in your
manufacturing."
Contact your local area HP sales
rep for more information on these
new application products or the
Quality Seminar.

New Merchandising
Quality in Manufacturing Seminar has been developed to assist
j7ou in generating leads and selling

HP QUALITY DECISION MANAGEMENT

/

1000

s
ELIMINATE CAUSES
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New Language
System Capabilities
for HP Series 200
Computers
Along with the HP Series 200
Model 20 and 36C introductions,
the BASIC and Pascal language
systems have been updated. These
updated languages support the entire Series 200 model line, including
Models 20 and 36C.
New BASIC Capabilities
BASIC Extensions 2.1 provides full
support of color capabilities on the
Model 36C and 36CS. The Graphics
binary provides for color alpha,
color screen plotting, area fill, and
a number of other useful commands to use the 36C's color screen
capabilities. Also, the new color
commands can be used with the
HP 98627A Color Video Interface
to expand color plotting
capabilities on external monitors.
BASIC Extensions 2.1 also provides
support for the new interface cards
and backplane accessories introduced with the Model 20. These
supported products are the HP
98253A EPROM Development Kit,
HP 98255A EPROM Card, and HP
98259A 128K Byte Bubble Memory
Card.
Other BASIC Extensions 2.1 enhancements include:
W Support of Advanced Programming capabilities on SRM
w HP 98256A High Speed Disc Interface support
W RAM Memory Mass Storage Volume support
Support of the software security
PROM.
BASIC Extensions 2.1 is packaged
as six separate binary programs:

W

Advanced Programming
Graphics
Shared Resource Management
Shared Resource Management
- Advanced Programming
Capabilities
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BCD
w XREF
Each of these can be loaded separately with BASIC 2.0 installed
with the exception of SRM-AP,
which requires that AP and SRM be
loaded in previously.
New Pascal Capabilities
The Pascal 2.1 Graphics Procedure
Library has 48 procedures providing two-dimensional line- and
polygon-oriented color graphics
support for a wide variety of
peripherals. The library is a fully
functional subset of DGL on the HP
1000.
Any combination of colored lines,
text, polygons with or without fill,
and markers, are supported. Colors can be specified with either of
two-color models a la the HP
9845C. Graphics output can be directed to a file for later plotting
(plotter spooling).

New HP 9826136
Processor Board
Gives Extra 64K
Memory
Hewlett-Packard 9826 and 9836
Computers now contain a new
CPU board. This new board provides the following added
capabilities:
w 3.0 Boot ROM - Allows the
computer to boot from a mass
storage device other than the
built-in disc drive, including the
Shared Resource Manager
(SRM)
w Serial number in EPROM - Provides an avenue for software
security
w 128Kb of RAM -This is 64K
more than the existing CPU
board
A kit for upgrading to the new
CPU board will be announced
soon.

Current Loop Not
Supported on
HP Series 200
Effective immediately, the HP
13266A Current Loop pod will not
be supported on the HP Series 200
98628A Datacomm Interface, 98626
Serial Interface, or the Model 16 Serial port.
We d o not have sufficient resources
for current-loop support on these
products. If you do have requirements in this area, please contact
your HP sales rep.

Order HP 9826136
Diagnostics
Separately
With the introduction of the HP
9836C and HP 9920A Computers,
we will discontinue the shipment
of system test diagnostics with the
HP 9826 and HP 9836 Computers.
The system test diagnostics will be
orderable as separate items:
PIN
Description
09800-10330 System Test
Diagnostics
on3%"
media
09800-10530 System Test
Diagnostics
on 5%" media
Manuals or packing lists that refer
to these diagnostics will be updated to reflect this new
procedure.
thd

Terminals
Free HP 2627A
Graphics Terminal
If you upgrade to a Series 64 you
will receive an HP 2627A free!
The HI' 2627A combines a higher
quality color display with fast vector graphics to provide a color
graphics terminal that is ideally
suited to both business and technical display graphics. A graphics
resolution of 512 x 390 x 3 color
planes provides eight basic colors
for vectors, area fills and graphics
text. Additionally, the user may
programmatically mix (dither) the
eight basic colors to define more
colors for use with area fills. The
HP 2627A also has these features:
Simple and complex area filling
8 Independent color
alphanumerics
8 Graphics software support:
Hewlett Packard:
DSG13000
HPDRAW
HPEASYCHART
Graphics 1000111
Precision Visuals (DI 3000,
Grafmaker)
SAS (SASIGRAPH)
Tektronix (Plot 10)
ISSCO (DISSPLA, TELL-AGRAF)
8 National Language Support
8 Flexible Data Communications
(RS-232, RS-422)
8 Optional Video Interface

New 264Mb Disc
Space Option for
]HI? 2685
Recently we announced Options
052 and 053 (50 Hz version of the
H p 2685 print station) which
clouble the standard disc
capacity while saving you
money by including an HP
7'914TD in place of the standard
HP 7912 and HP 7971A.
Now you can order the HP 2685
with two HP 7914s (total of
264Mb) by ordering Option 054
clr 055 (50 Hz version). Options
054 and 055 upgrade the HP 2685
from the standard HP 79121
7'971A combination to two HP
7914s and an HP 7970E in an
upright cabinet.

A summary of the standard disc
and HP 7914 disc options for the
HP 2685 is shown in the chart.

RS-422 and HP 262X
Terminals
A special flex circuit has been designed to allow HP 262X terminals
to communicate RS-422. This flex
circuit is only used with the 50-pin
port. There are two different flex
circuits: each must be used with a
specific HP 262X terminal type. Installation of a flex circuit in the
wrong terminal type can cause
permanent terminal damage.
Avoid this problem by ordering the
correct terminal accessory.
Terminal
Accessory
Type
HP 2621AlP 13266E
HP 2622A
13266E
HP 2623A
13266E
HP 2624AlB 13266E #001
HP 2626AtW 13266E #001
NOTE: 13222P is the HP 262X RS422 cable. It has a 50-pin connector
on one end and a 5-pin connector
on the other end.

Standard Disc and HP 7914
Disc Options for the HP 2685

Option
STD
052
053
054
055

Disc
HP7912
HP 7914R
HP 7914R
(2) HP 7914R
(2) HP 7914R

Disc
Space
65Mb
132Mb
132Mb
264Mb
264Mb

Tape
HP 7971A
HP 7970E
HP 7970E
HP 7970E
HP 7970E

Power
60 HZ, 120V
60 Hz, 120V
50 Hz, 220V
60 Hz, 120V
50 Hz, 220V
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No Charge for ANSI
Compatibility
The ANSI option on the HP 2622A,
HP 2623A and the HP 2382A is now
offered at no charge. However, the
price of the HP 2622A and HP
2623A ANSI field upgrade kits remain the same.
This already popular option allows
any one of the above terminals to
"Speak ANSI" like a DEC VTlOO
terminal.
With the selectable mode of operation, the user can choose between
ANSI or HP mode via the terminal's configuration menu or programmatically from the host system. If the user chooses ANSI
mode the terminal will communicate with the system using ANSI
control sequences. While in ANSI
mode, the user can still take full
advantage of our HP terminal features like the integral printer (HP
2622A, HP 2623A), high resolution
characters, two pages of memory,
eight programmable softkeys, local
edit functions and more. If the HP
mode is selected, the terminal will
use HP standard escape sequences
and functions as the standard
terminal.
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When the ANSI option is in the HP
2622A or HP 2382A, you have two
terminals in one at no additional
cost: HP and ANSI compatibility
modes. In the case of HP 2623A,
you get three terminals in one with
the HP, ANSI and TEK 4010 compatibility modes.
For further information call your
HP sales rep.

Peripherals
Disc Performance
Are you tired of hearing the same
old complaints about CS-80 disc
performance? Well, HP has just the
solution for those of you that desire
additional performance from your
HP 7933 disc drives. The Performance Enhancements Project
(PEP) has redesigned the HP 7933
firmware to achieve faster execution of the CS-80 code. Note that
there are no software modifications
involved; PEP is solely a firmwarecontrolled improvement! The net
benefit to you is more 110s per second on the system, i.e. your applications run faster. The accompanying graph depicts a standard
performance measurement with
the new PEP firmware.
The graph shows representative
performance improvements that
can be obtained by adding peppedUP disc drives to a system. The actual improvement you will see is,
of course, application-dependent.
HP is now shipping this new
firmware in all new HP 7933s and

FIP 7935s. Furthermore, YOU will
soon be receiving information on
PEP upgrades for existing HP
7933s. We are also planning to PEP
up the HP 7911112114 product lines
this month.

HP 7580A and
7585A Interface
Conversion Kits
l'roblem: You bought an HP 7580A
or 7585A drafting plotter with an
1x5-232 interface. Now you need an
IIP-IB interface instead.
Solution: Interface conversion kits
are available for HP drafting plotters. HP has conversion kits for
both Options 001 and 002. Parts are
easily installed and instructions are
included.
'The new "B" versions of the drafting plotters have dual interfaces so
you won't have to bother with
(:onversion kits if your interface recpirements change.

PEP PERFORMANCE
SERIES 4 4
7925M

79321

IZa

Ez.iz33

7 9 3 3 W/PEP

Ezzm

INCREMENTAL I / O ' S PER SEC
25 1
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DSNIATP Direct
Connect Type 422
The DSNIATP is designed to interface to asynchronous workstations. It is an intelligent controller
that has a dedicated micro-processor for each workstation port. This
means that the micro-processor
performs most protocol functions
and character processing for data
transfers, offloading the HP 3000
SPU.
The DSNIATP offers many features
which provide the usual HP support plus the basic customer communication needs. However, there
is one feature that is unique to the
entire generation of HP terminals
controllers - direct connect type
422.
The ATP direct connect type RS-422
is an electrical interface that is just
becoming recognized in the area of
peripheral communication. RS-422
offers a very good noise immunity
from RFI (Radio Frequency Interference), EM1 (Electromagnetic Interference) including lightning,
and electrostatic discharge with its
shielded twisted pair cable. Hewlett-Packard complies fully with the
EIA RS-422 standard.
Since the standard did not define
the connectors, HP designed an
innovative five-pin connector that
remains within the RS-422 specifications while saving space on the
HP 3000 backplane.
Besides noise immunity, the RS422 implementation allows
peripheral connection up to 4000
feet or 1220 metres. When your
customer wishes to connect a terminal beyond the RS-232-C 50-foot
limitation, he may do so with the
RS-422 standard. In conjunction
with this added length, the DSNI
ATP supports line speeds u p to
19,200 bps.
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DSNIATP direct connect type 422
provides all the flexibility of its direct connect type 232 counterpart
in addition to connection length
and noise immunity.

What Is IEEE 802?
Have you been wondering what
the excitement regarding IEEE 802
is all about? So that you may share
in the excitement, we will be discussing the various aspects of IEEE
802 and local networking, and how
they affect your Local Area Networking plans in this, and in future
issues of OEM News.
First of all, what is IEEE 802? IEEE
Project 802 is an industry-wide effort, spearheaded by the IEEE Society, to agree upon a standard for
the development of multivendorcompatible Local Area Networks
(LANs). One part of this standard
defines a baseband bus network
utilizing a Carrier Sense, Multiple
Access with Collision Detection
(CSMAICD) to gain access.
Why is everyone excited? 802 is an
organized and standardized design
approach upon which all vendors
can focus their LAN efforts. Instead of having vendors develop
company-specific LANS, an 802
LAN will allow any vendor's computer system with an IEEE 802 interface to connect to it.
In addition to HP's commitment,
Bridge Communications, Data
General, DEC, Fujitsu, Intel,
Interlan, National Semiconductor,
Siemans, Tektronix, 3Com,
Ungermann-Bass, and Xerox have
all publicly endorsed the 802
standard.
Another advantage is the modular
design of 802, which is based on
ISO's Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Model. The 802 standard
defines Levels 1- 2 (physical layer
and data link layer) of the OSI
model. Its modular design makes
an 802 LAN adaptable to future
technological changes with mini-
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mum disruption to the user's applications. Hence, when a customer buys an 802 LAN, he buys a
product with lasting value.

New HP 7914
Disc Drive Support
Concurrent with the announcement of the new HP 7914 132Mb
Winchester disc drive comes support on the HP 3000 Series 39,40,
44 and 64.
The 7914 doubles the capacity of
the 7912, HP's current top-of-theline Winchester disc drive at an increase in price of only 18%! At the
same time, H P has effectively lowered the list price of each of the
stand-alone Winchester discs
(7911112114).This was achieved by
changing the price of the delete option for the Integrated Tape
Cartridge.
This new disc drive will significantly enhance the competitive
position of the low- to mid-range
3000 'Omputer 'ystems by providing 132 M b ~ t e of
s disc
for those users to whom remOvability is non-essential. During this
last year/ the 7912 offered an
lent solution for customers who
had small mass storage
requirements.

Disc Support
Increased capacity makes the 7914
a very attractive solution for HP
3000 systems. Therefore, HP has
tested and fully supports eight (8)
7914P discs, four (4) per "highspeed-GIC", on the Series 39,40,
44 and 64. These discs will be supported on the Series 39,40, 44 and
64 as system domain discs. Also,
the 7914 can be used as a Cold Load

device, for system Warmstarts and
Coolstarts, (i.e., the main system
disc-LDEV 1) on the Series 39,40
and 44, but not on the Series 64 due
to a technical constraint. Our goal,
however, is to be able to remove
this constraint and to support the
7912 and 7914 as "the System Disc"
on the S164 by 4th quarter 1983.
In addition, as a result of the many
requests from the field, HP has
made the modifications necessary
to allow the 7911112 and 7914 to be
supported as private volumes (but
not serial discs) on the Series 39,40,
44 and 64. If you already have these
discs installed or on order you will
also be able to take advantage of
this change. Finally, the current
maximums of eight discs on the Sl
39 and St40 and 16 discs on the St44
and '3164 will remain. (The 7914 will
not be supported on the earlier systems, the '3130, '3133 and SIIII).

Cartridge Tape Support
In addition to the 132Mb disc drive,
the 7914 can be ordered with the
Integrated Tape Cartridge. This is
the same tape cartridge that is currently built into both the 7911 and
the 7912 disc drives. option
001,
which adds a second controller for
the tape drive, must be specified in
order to purchase the 7914 with the
integrated cartridge.
The 7914 disc and cartridge tape
drive can provide an inexpensive,
compact and attractive peripheral
storage solution for certain entrylevel HP 3000 customers who d o
not require high speed backup. The
cartridge tape drive is supported
for backup on the Series 39 and 40
only and is limited to a maximum
of 132Mb. Beyond 132Mb, i.e., one
7914 or two 7912s, must you purchase a %" magnetic tape drive
(7970E, 7971 or 7976) for backup
purposes. This restriction is necessary in order to maintain a reasonable total backup time and the reliability of the tape mechanism.

-
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Backup Performance
Backup time is a function of many
factors including: file size, number
of files, number of extents per file,
extent size, etc.; therefore, it is impossible to exactly predict a customer's performance in advance.
However, the following is a good
rule of thumb when estimating
total backup time on HP 3000
systems:
The cartridge will generally d o a
store or SYSDUMP in a range between .7 and 1.2 Mbytes per
minute. Therefore, a full backup of
a 7914 disc that is 80% full may take
as much as 2% hours. Remember,
however, this is only a guideline.
Actual performance will vary depending on the variables mentioned above.
For the future, help is on the way.
HP will soon be publishing a Backup Performance Guide that will
characterize the performance of the
Integrated Tape Cartridge, as well
as other tape products and backup
devices. ~~~k for this guide in the
first half '83.
Finallv, if vou vrefer the size and
the p;ice/performance of the 7914,
but require a faster means of backup, then the new 7914TD all-in-one
mass storage product might be the
perfect solution!

Has the Ribbon for
Your HP 2602A
Printer Broken?
If SO, don't despair, it can usually
be
More about
but
first a few words about Proper ribbon handling and installation
which may prevent more
breakages.
11. is very important that the ribbon
tension be adjusted prior to installing the cartridge in the printer. On
the
you'll
a light-~oloredtab and an
arrow. Turn the tab cOunt"clOckwise a few
in the dirc.ctiOn
pull the
taut. If the ribbon is not adjusted,
it may jam Or tang1e in the t a k e - u ~
mechanism.
After the ribbon is installed in the
printer, never try to adjust the ribbon. This is probably the primary
cause of ribbon damage. When installed! the ribbon take-up
mechanism is engaged SO that turnirlg the adjusting tab will certainly
tear the ribbon. The take-up

mechanism, by the way, is a small
belt-driven ratchet wheel on the
printer's ribbon base plate. It engages the ribbon in the cutout area
that can be seen when the cartridge
is viewed from the underside.
~l~~ make sure that the red ribbon
release lever is positioned toward
the printer platen whenever installing or removing the ribbon cartridge. If it is not, the take-up
mechanism will be in the engaged
position and tends to rip the
ribbon.
Now, to repair a broken ribbon,
hold the cartridge so that you are
observing it from below and the
two arms are pointing u p The
take-up reel will be on the left. By
feeding the broken end through
the slot in the left arm, it can be
spliced to the ribbon already on the
take-up reel using a small piece of
cellophane tape. Make sure the ribbon goes on the reel in the
clockwise direction (observed from
below). Also, see the Preface of the
HP 2602A Owner's Manual (0260290001) for a thorough explanation
of ribbon installation.
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Printing with
HPWORD
An important element in the success of an HPWORD installation is
the way printers are configured
and used. In order to achieve
maximum productivity gains the
printing process needs to be
streamlined and automated as
much as possible. If a user has to
manually feed stationery into an
HP 2601 daisywheel printer in a
heavy production environment,
the benefits of word processing will
be dramatically reduced!
A competitive advantage of
HPWORD over many systems is
the support of system line printers
for high speed draft output. With
suitable stationery these are often
also ideal for internal correspondence with associated cost and
time savings. HPWORD supports
the following system printers:
w HP 2608A
HP 2608s
w HP2617
w HP 2619
HP 2680A
HP 2631B
The HP 263lB is also supported as
a remote spooled printer. Output
to these devices is via the MPE
spooler.
For letter quality output HPWORD
supports the H P 2601A and HP
2602A (low cost, lower speed)
daisywheel printers, either as
slaved printers from port 2 of the
HP 2626W terminal or connected
to an ATP or ADDC on the 3000. If
slaved, the printers work as normal, i.e., can be shared, and printing is controlled by HPWORD in
background mode.
The important considerations here
are the location and number of
printers, paper feeding and printer
control.
Location
Users need to have easy access to
and control over their output. It is
inefficient and time consuming to
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have to walk a distance to pick up
output particularly if it is an urgent
one page letter. This is likely to be
much more acceptable for draft
output to a system printer.
Paper Feeding
The HP 26010D Dual Bin Sheetfeeder is available for the 2601A.
This will automatically feed two
types of cut paper - plain bond
and letterhead. This reduces operation intervention to a minimum
while providing fast high quality
output. This is ideal for all situations where it can be cost justified.
(If cost is not a major consideration,
propose a 2601A and 260lD for
each terminal).
If cost is an issue you could propose
a tractor feed which is available on
both the 2601A and 2602A. Blank
fanfold DaDer can be used for draft
or internal work and high quality
microperforated fanfold, perhaps
~ r e ~ r i n t efor
d . final work. Alternatively, it is possible to have cut
sheets and envelopes mounted on
fan fold. though
" this can be more
expensive. If the volume of high
quality output is low, the 2601A
and 2602A can be manuallv fed. A
final option is to have only manual
feed, which may be acceptable for
very low volumes. It does not make
sense on the 2601 as you pay more
for the higher speed and then lose
the benefit of it, but it is quite acceptable on a slaved dedicated 2602
for example where a secretary
needs her own printer but does not
have a high volume of output.
1

1

is ready to be printed. The worst
situation would be when two or
more terminals are sharing a manually fed printer. This is not desirable as the user on the attending
terminal would be interrupted each
time a document was ready to be
printed.
A point to note also is that in order
for a printer to be accessed the attending terminal must be running
HPWORD.
It is now possible to designate any
low cost terminal (e.g., 2622, 2382)
as the controller of up to eight
printers. This would be useful in a
typing pool environment where for
example there were many 2601s
with sheet feeders with many different types of stationary loaded,
and all users had access to all
printers.

1
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Printer Control
HPWORD manages printing to the
2601A and 2602A. Each printer has
a terminal designated as its attender. If a printer is configured as
having a sheet feed or tractor feed,
the attending terminal is interrupted a minimal amount, for example to initially align the paper or
to change the form or printwheel.
Manually fed printers, however,
cause the attending terminal to be
interrupted each time a document

Example
Consider a situation with two secretaries at opposite ends of an office. Here are two possible
configurations:
One 2601A with a 2601D Sheetfeeder, located near the controlling terminal.
Advantages -Fast, high quality
output with minimal operator
intervention
Disadvantages - One secretary
would have to walk some distance to pick up documents and
interrupt the other cancel or reprint documents, and would not
be able to print unless the controlling terminal was running
HPWORD
w Two 2602As with tractor feed
slaved from each terminal
Advantages - Output close to
and controlled by originator. No
external interruptions
Disadvantages - Higher cost
stationery if mounted cut sheets
or preprkted high quality fan
fold. Slower if manually fed.

Conclusions
When configuring printers in
HPWORD consider the following:
w Location and access of terminals
and printers
w Required output speed and
quality
w If possible, don't share manually
fed printers
w More printers can often be more
effective than higher speed
printers
w Paper feeding methods are very
important
W Interruptions to control printing
should be minimized

Word Processing
Software Printer
Support
Now that HP's low-cost
Daisywheel Printer (HP 2602A)
and the Dual Bin Sheet Feeder for
the HP 2601A (26010D) have been
introduced, a quick look at word
processing software support is in
order.
Since all of the support issues have
not been resolved, we'll give you
all the information we have at present with the understanding that
your inputs may change our
approach.
Support plans are sometimes altered because of inputs from the
field and OEMs. We can't stress
enough that your comments will
help shape future support, especially for word processing products
where available software is critically important.
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